
Evaluation of CEIAG Provision: 2020-2021 

Please see below for assessment of HPA CEIAG provision mapped against the Gatsby Benchmarks 

The percentages refer to the last Compass Evaluation carried out in the Summer Term and measure the extent to which each benchmark has been fully achieved. The 

accuracy of the assessment is reasonable but some benchmarks have been more difficult to track over the past year, particularly #4 

Benchmark Assessment Action Points 

1 
 
Stable Programme 
 
64% 
 

The operational plan was overseen by SLT Line Manager DST who was active 
in helping to develop and support CEIAG provision, as well as updating the 
wider SLT group. HLA also liaised with HMO in working on destinations and 
involvement in KS5. 
 
Oakwood has benefitted from the input of a L6 trained Careers Advisor 
(HMO) 2 days a week as well as additional support offered by Futures 
(notably BP) who came in for several days, attended SEND reviews and GCSE 
Results Day. 
 
Documentation was published on the school website, including the 
operational plan, roadmap and provider access policy 
 
Evaluation takes place termly with the use of the Compass tool, via external 
evaluation forms (e.g. IntoUni / Nottingham Ambition) and in an annual 
review which takes stock of the year’s CEIAG provision 

To build on this working with SBY to help work towards 
achievement of higher % of GBs. HMO to continue working 
with HLA on destinations, including the trial of a ‘Triage 
System’ to work on improving efficiency of time slots. 
 
Relationship with Futures and BP to continue, invites to 
SEND reviews have already been sent out for this term. 
 
 
 
Documentation being planned out, with the aim of 
publishing on the website before the end of October. 
 
Look at developing a more systematic approach to involving 
students and parents in the feedback. 

2 
 
Use of LMI 
 
100% 

Unifrog has now been introduced and the rollout started in the Summer 
Term. Students to be encouraged to use it. Staff have also been introduced 
to it but it is still to be officially launched (although all staff now have logins). 
 
Students have had accessed to lots of virtual content over the past year, 
manly with the use of Satchel One. These included KS4 sessions on career 
management skills, as well as information on VWEX, Careers Week activities 
and key events (e.g. College Open Events). Parents were also encouraged to 
look at this (events posted on the Satchel One calendar, and some 
information was also texted home). 
 
The school careers webpage also uses LMI tools and displays the careers 
Twitter feed which is regularly updated. The half-termly careers newsletter 
also contain LMI 
 
Students also had careers input via tutor sessions, e.g. video clips during 
Careers Week etc. 
 

Complete the rollout of Unifrog: 
Year 7 and 11 need adding 
Half of Y8 / Y9 / Y10  
 
Continue use of Satchel One to post relevant information 
and advice, and ensure it is publicised sufficiently with tutors 
to encourage engagement. 
 
 
Tutor sessions to be further developed, mainly with the 
‘Wider World’ section allocated to CEIAG in the Spring Term. 
HMO to use the new CDI Framework to develop resources. 
 
 
 
HMO now based in the library, and a new careers area is 
being planned.  



IntoUniversity and Nottingham Ambition also worked with cohorts of 
students at KS3 and KS4 which included LMI  
 
Students also had access to HMO to discuss career ideas 

3 
 
Addressing Needs 
 
81% 

Students were delivered a session on Career Stereotypes in a tutor time 
 
IntoUni /Nottingham Ambition encouraged students to be aspirational in 
their thinking 
 
A group of Y9 students completed The Brilliant Club’s ‘Scholar’s Programme’ 
working with a PhD Tutor. 
 
Y10 students experienced a ‘Post-16 Day’, which included a motivational talk 
from an ex-BMX World Champion. 
 
Records kept and updated by HMO, which also involves liaising with Learning 
Support and Inclusion. Referrals made to Futures when needed. 
 
Students are emailed their careers action plan so they can access their ideas 
 
Destination data is published on the school webpage, and worked on by 
HMO / HLA. 

To continue to develop tutor sessions using the new CDI 
Framework document 
 
 
HMO to arrange a programme of outreach to help learners 
with their aspirational thinking – use of DANCOP / Nottm 
Ambition / Brilliant Club planned [IntoUni no longer funded] 
 
Post-16 day planned again for this academic year, structure 
largely similar 
 
Records kept and new ‘Triage System’ to help deploy 
effective levels of intervention. Futures also liaising re: new 
Y11 
 
HMO to upload action plans to Unifrog as well so students 
are encouraged to access it from there 

4 
 
Curriculum 
 
50% 
 
 

Some careers in the curriculum evident in school displays and resources 
shared by subjects such as Maths and PE. Events such as ‘NSPCC Number 
Day’ were celebrated and linked to careers. 
 
Curriculum resources stored in SharePoint for staff to access. 
 
STEM content shared with students via Satchel One 

HMO to liaise with HoFs to develop a subject audit in 
relation to CEIAG provision in order to gain a more accurate 
overview. 
 
Departments to be encouraged to use CEIAG activities / 
events to link learning to careers, especially during National 
Careers Week 
 
HMO to promote resources in SharePoint and continue to 
develop them 
 
STEM / Curriculum content to be posted on Satchel One, as 
well as signposting staff and students to Unifrog content. 

5 
 
Encounters with Employees / Employers 
 
75% 
 

Much of the encounters last year were virtual, Careers Week involved 
students watching volunteer clips from a range of sectors, and students then 
got the chance to ask questions (which were later followed up with more 
clips). 
 
Y12 H&SC students also accessed live Q&A with the NHS and an alumni 
Midwife 

Hoping to develop more face-to-face opportunities as part of 
Careers Week but also more regularly, perhaps at lunchtimes 
in order to allow students access to more people [“See it, be 
it!”] 
 
To develop more of a working relationship with the CEC. 
 



 
Some students also accessed VWEX opportunites 
 
Link re-established with CEC but attempts to create a link with business fell 
through. Also secured membership to the D2N2 Careers Hub 

To think about how we can deploy employer set challenges 
to students that can receive feedback, as well as developing 
involvement in D2N2 Careers Hub 
 

6 
 
Workplaces 
 
25% 
 
 

Work experience has now not run in the traditional sense for two years. 
 
Some students did access VWEX opportunities. 

Re-establishing the work experience programme 
 
Continued promotion of VWEX 
 
Development of visits to workplaces (co-ordinating what 
curriculum areas have organised as well) 
 
Developing involvement in D2N2 Careers Hub 

7 
 
Encounters with FE / HE 
 
65% 
 
 

Students have had access to virtual resources on HE / FE via Satchel One, 
email, Twitter and through Tutor Sessions. All Y10 students were also issued 
with college information on post-16 day 
 
There is also a ‘University’ display in the library. 
 
University Outreach has been used with some groups of students in school 
 
Some Y10 students visited Nottingham College as part of Post 16 Day, and 
ASK delivered a session on apprenticeships 
 
 
 
 

Developing the bank of FE resources, providing access as per 
Baker Clause. Using assembly slots to allow students to hear 
from providers. 
 
 
Visit to Nottingham College will hopefully run again this year 
 
 
University input to be decided but the hope is that there will 
be more of it, and greater use of face to face and visits 
 
 
Continued use of ASK for apprenticeship talks 
 
HMO to post relevant information and advice on Satchel 
One / Unifrog 
 
 
 

8 
 
Personal Guidance 
 
75% 
 

Contact was attempted but patchy during lockdown. Use of video chat 
(Teams) also not permitted initially until safeguards could be put in place. 
 
1:1 interactions also impacted by repeated and prolonged periods of 
isolation for large groups of students 
 
Priority groups were seen by HM (SEN / LAC / PP) and some multiple times 
 
HM also present at virtual parents evenings 
 

This will naturally improve assuming we have a more normal 
year. Futures also due to continue involvement with PG-1s. 
 
HM to develop and implement a Triage System with the help 
of Assertive Mentors to help decide level of intervention, i.e. 
group Q&As, shorter chats and / or full guidance interviews 
 
HM to be present at parents evenings for relevant year 
groups and at key events in the school calendar, e.g. 
Pathways Evening. 



Futures also had significant input with priority groups  
HM to support staff in feeling more confident in issuing I&A, 
as well as deciding which students might benefit from G 
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